
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 June 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Gabriella C, Khloe W, Olivia C and Enrikas K for oustanding work in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Emily R for a fantastic extended response about adaptations of giraffes. 

Fantastic terminology of "papillae”; Laura Z for a brilliant cold call response about baobab trees in Science; James 

M for fantastic knowledge about sharks and including this in a fantastic extended response; Joshua P for brilliant 

creativity writing his extended response about the adaptations of humans to their habitat. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Emily G and Louie F for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sabrina C for always being so polite and friendly and showing determination 

in Maths 100% of the time; Xander S for always being 100% on task in Maths; Rocco L for making big improvements 

in effort in Maths. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Khloe W and Mazigh G for demonstrating integrity and working hard in 

French lessons; Joseph O and Luke H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons and being respectful 

in class; Luke H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons and being respectful in class; Max T for 

demonstrating an improved attitude in French and answering some great Cold Call questions; Mikey B for showing 

determination to improve and succeed in French. Well done. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Joshua P for improved focus and behaviour in the lesson! Keep it up well 

done; Emily R for incredible determination in PE to run the fastest in her relay heat. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellie H for producing amazing work at home. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Leyton T, Poppy F, Jessie C, Lucas F, Lewis B, Faye A, Olivia D and Emmanuel 

O for showing determination in English lessons and never giving up on tasks set. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate David A and James H for showing integrity and respect by always being polite 

and always assisting in breakfast club; Ethan C for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in first 

Lexonik intervention session. Well done; all Mountain Rescue DEAR class for showing the value of determination 

during DEAR class and always giving 100% effort. Well done; all Mountain Rescue EAL class for showing the value 

of determination by giving 100% effort in first Lego session. Well done. 

Miss Smith would like to appreciate Aimee K, Cerys S, Olivia D and Brooke F Demonstrating outstanding sprinting 

ability in Athletics. Well done! 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate 7P for showing true determination with a 100% completely prompt-free 

Morning Meeting set-up. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Ella R for showing determination for revising well and effort in science; Beren 

Y for showing regular commitment in her science lessons; Lucas F for showing commitment in science. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Emily R, Mia S, Leila D and Keira P for showing determination and respect in 

their Science lesson. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate James M for a massive improvement in his behaviour this week, engaging in 

lesson, Well done James; Faye A for massive improvements in Science, her confidence in answering questions (cold 

calling) has been excellent his week. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lucas F amd Sagid Y for always being very respectful.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 June 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Mia B, Ella E, Benjamin E, Evie C and Mary-Jane S for showing real 

determination and producing outstanding work this week in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate her entire Science Class for fantastic integrity during practical work this week, 

working safely with Bunsen burners and achieving fantastic results. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Sharon O and Ethan H for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Thomas K and Laci W for always being on task during DEAR time; Lacey-May 

H, Daniel N, Connor S, Ella E, Liene Z, Evie C, Charlie H, Joana G and Sonnie L for fantastic effort in the Maths Big 

Teach. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lucas S and Nathan C for always showing integrity in French lessons and 

making fantastic progress; Finley F for having a positive attitude to learning and showing determination to succeed 

in our Spanish lessons; Mia B for consistently putting in 100% effort in Spanish lessons and making some fantastic 

progress. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Ava C for improved focus and outstanding contributions in our PDS lesson; 

Sam M for showing integrity by supporting his peers during our presentations in our PDS lesson. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Daniel D for his outstanding memorisation of elemental symbols. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Damilola A, Daniel A, Ruby B, Amauri C, Lewis C, Louis F, James L, Brendan 

M, Tony S, Joseph W and Miles Y for presenting our core values and teaching me about pathogens during a Science 

cover lesson. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lucas S for showing the value of integrity and respect by always being polite 

and assisting with breakfast club; Crystal R for showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort during 

intervention session. Well done; all Mountain Rescue EAL class for showing the value of determination by giving 

100% effort in first Lego session. Well done; Daniel N for showing the value of determination by always giving 100% 

effort during Morning Meeting; Peter W for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being polite and 

well mannered. Well done. 

Miss Robbin would like to appreciate Lee B for showing real determination this week and an excellent attitude to 

learning; Grace T for showing determination to succeed in Science lessons - fantastic progress. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Caitlyn K, Ismail Y and Adriana M for showing integrity in Maths; Mia B for 

showing determination to succeed in Maths. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Finley F for a fantastic attitude and work rate in Geography - well done; Jack 

B for a much improved attitude in Geography showing fantastic determination. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Harry E, Isabella W, Alfie W and Lucas S for showing consistant determination 

and confidence when engaging in Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Bradley K and James S for excellent work and focus n Art 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lucie C, Lily G, Sarah T and Caitlyn H for showing real determination in her 

Geography lesson. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 June 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate her English class for showing real determination and producing outstanding 

work this week in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keigan C for sharing fantastic knowledge about owls; Wealth O for always 

sharing his fantastic animal knowledge. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Alfie N for improved focus and attitude in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Ben W 

for showing integrity during DEAR. Well done, Daisy M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Libbie W, Grey E, Ephrem E, Vuong N and Millie S for always working hard 

in Maths and showing fantastic engagement. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lewis R for always working with integrity in Spanish and putting in 100% 

effort in everything he does; Elleasia J and Kieran P for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well done. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Ruby O for always being respectful in PE and trying your hardest every lesson; 

Lillie W for always holding the doors open for our class when we walk out of the sports centre. Lillie does this every 

lesson and is always on hand to help me at any opportunity. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Grace O for her outstanding science knowledge; Ethan M for being incredibly 

thoughtful, respectful and kind. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate 9R for presenting our core value of determination to succed during their 

English assessment during the LRC. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Evie S and Sophie E for showing determination in science; Libbie W for 

showing massive improvement in her science 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Olivia B, Mikey C, Bailey F, Ryan J, Ellis K, Taylor M, Ethan M, Wealth O, 

Bobbie M, Stas M, Ruby O, Grace O, Goda S and Lucy S for determination to focus and make progress in the topic 

of Probability. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Jaya D for a fantasitc attitude in her History lessons - well done; Taylor M for 

a wonderful attitude and work rate in History - fantastic determination. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate David R for significant improvements in his behaviour and work rate this week, 

Keep it up David; Lucas D, Vuong N and Grey E for showing consistant levels of determination with their work in 

Science. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Daisy M, Nikol K, Sophie E, Lucy S and Ephrem E for always being respectful 

in Geography and trying your hardest every lesson. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate her English Class for showing determination and making wonderful progress, 

during our preparation for the C3 assessment; the whole year group for your focus and attitude before and during 

the C3 English assessment. We have worked so hard as a year group, to reach this point - keep it up! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 17 June 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Charlize M, Konstantin B and Sienna D for showing real determination and 

producing outstanding work this week in English; Thomas B for being respectful and offering some great answers 

in class. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Gbolade T, Marc I, Junchao C, Liam M, Miller R, Thomas S, Kat D, Lucy D and 

Mckenzie L for a fantastic lesson on covalent bonding. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Charlize M and Evie W for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sadie A, Preslav M, Ruby E and Khaia A for working really hard and showing 

good determination this week. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Chloe H for her excellent work in science 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate 10D for being the best versions of themselves this week: during line ups, 

DEAR time and assessments. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Ellie C and Aimee C for showing the values of integrity and respect by always 

being polite and well mannered. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Elllie C, Keiran C, Joy D, Leighton H, Liam J and Josh M for determination to 

succeed in their exam. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Michael B for a fantastic work rate and attitude in History - brilliant 

determination; Sadie A for brilliant Cold Call answers in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Elyse C, Preslav M, Taylor C, Lexi C and Natasha T for showing consistant levels 

of determination with their work in Science. 

Mr Waters and Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate history set 1 for fantastic workrate and behaviour in my cover 

lesson. 

 


